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INTRODUCTION
Furnaces are the most crucial components in the glass and f!!�ta}lurgicali11dustry,
Like any other components in an industry, furnaces require periodic maintenance and
repair. Higher fuel consumption, low production and safety are issues that accompany
delayed maintenance. As a result of the competitive market facing these industries, longer
furnace lifetime with shorter maintenance downtime are increasingly required.
Consequently, there is a need to know the state of a refractory wall to prevent premature
or unnecessary maintenance shutdowns.
The rate of regression of a refract01y lining (or wall) depends on the type of the
refractory lining, the materials being melted, seepage, mechanical stresses, and
temperature [ l]. Moreover, the regression of a refractory lining is also not uniform
throughout a furnace. Hence, more accurate measurement techniques are required to
determine the local residual thickness of a refractory lining so as to utilize the refractory
lining to the 1naxi1nu1n extent possible. The use of isotope radiators, thern1ocouples and
endoscopes has been investigated for monitoring regression in the past. These techniques
are capable of providing scanned thermal images showing the profile of the refractory
wall. However, these techniques can only provide relative profile information and cannot
provide absolute thickness measurements [2-5]. Microwave signals can penetrate through
refractory linings which are in the family of permittivity and low loss ceramics.
Therefore, radar techniques are also good candidates for evaluating refractory lining/wall
thickness and recession at high temperatures (such as those in running furnaces).
PROPOSED APPROACH
Microwave nondestructive evaluation techniques have evolved over the past few
decades [6]. Microwave signals are able to penetrate inside of dielectric materials such as
plastics and ceramics and provide information about the inner structure of these materials
[6]. The prirnary objective of this work has been to demonstrate the potential utility of
Frequency-Modulated Continuous Wave (FM-CW) radars for evaluating refractory
furnace wall thickness and recession. This radar technique is a well-established
microwave method for distance measurement and remote sensing [7], and was thus
adopted for refractory wall thickness measurement. The utility of this radar technique, for
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